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ABSTRACT

The exponential growth of internet and drastic enhancement in telecommunication has made the Internet a
part of every aspect in the world. Internet is now the heart of the day to day business dealings throughout
the world. This has increased the seeking for sensitive data by the attacker. This in turn increased the
necessity to protect data through the Internet. Virtual Private Network (VPN) is a popular service to
logically construct private network using the existing public infrastructure. It helps in constructing a
geographically dispersed LAN that can securely communicate data using the Internet as the backbone
communication network.

VPN provides confidentiality, integrity and availability through tunneling and encryption. IPSec protocol
based VPN provides various security features but it does not provide any protection against Denial of
Service (DoS) attack. DoS attacks to VPN represent a serious threat to enterprises operating over the
Internet. It also hinders the services provided by the service providers. It is necessary to provide an
uninterrupted VPN service to the enterprises by adding some protection mechanisms. The protection
mechanism must be added near the source of the attack to prevent the attack from saturating the high speed
link. This paper discusses edge network based protection strategy to shield the VPN service from packet
flooding DoS attack.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The exponential growth of internet and drastic enhancement in telecommunication has made the
Internet a part of every aspect in the world. Internet packet forwarding is based on the IP. It is
used for communicating between systems with varying capabilities. IP is the only protocol,
always active at the network layer. Here, only the packet header is examined for forwarding but
not the data. It is more flexible but vulnerable to various security attacks. As internet is open to
public, the seeking for sensitive data by the attacker has increased. It has become a necessity to
protect data through The Internet.

A technical solution to protect data through Internet is VPN [1]. VPN is a virtualization concept
that virtualizes the private network. It uses strong security solution for providing private
communications over the public physical network. VPN is an alternative to Private Network or
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Private leased line connection.  Private network is very much secured compared to the Internet
provided VPN. But it is very expensive, requires much time and space to install and not feasible
for every enterprise. A single private network will constitute only a single VPN.  Large
geographically dispersed network is difficult to administrate and maintain. Restoration and
communication become worse during link failure.

VPN is a popular service to logically construct a geographically dispersed LAN. This logical
private network can securely communicate data using Internet [2]. A single physical network
infrastructure is shared among multiple VPN and possibly also by non-VPN. This is the
advantage of Internet provided VPN over a private network. In such VPN, physical network
infrastructure is shared among various logical networks. The term VPN here refers to a set of
communicating sites that logically form a private network. Here the communication between sites
outside the logical private network and sites inside the logical private network is restricted, even
though the communication of the sites of various VPN takes place over the same network
infrastructure.

VPN provides remote access service for the mobile user which is impossible using leased line or
private network. If the logical link fails then an alternate logical path can be chosen to provide a
reliable VPN service. VPN is a combination of tunneling, authentication, integrity, encryption
and access control [3]. VPN that uses internet as the backbone communication network provides
cost effective, highly scalable and reliable service with less administrative overhead. However
security is still a major concern.

Our work is towards the protection of the IPSec based VPN service against DoS attack. The
various sections below deal with the types of VPN, IPSec based VPN, our proposed model, its
security issues and the mitigation strategies.

2. VPN OVERVIEW

VPN can be constructed at different layers under different categories. The following subsection
deals with it.

2.1. VPN Technologies in TCP/IP networking model

VPN is capable of providing virtualization on Layer 1 - Physical Layer, Layer 2 - Data Link
Layer, Layer 3 - Network Layer and upper layers - Transport Layer/Session Layer. Each layer
provides virtualization respectively on the level of links, switches, routers and end systems [2].
Layer 1 VPN implementation adopts the traditional TDM (Time Division Multiplexing) solution -
SONET/SDH (Synchronous Optical Network / Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) or the Optical
implementation - GMPLS (Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching). Layer 2 VPN
implementation adopts the traditional switched solution - VC (Virtual Circuits) based on X.25,
Frame Relay or tunneling - L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol), PPTP (Point to point Tunneling
Protocol). Layer3 VPN implementation adopts IP tunneling – GRE (Generic Routing
Encapsulation), IPSec (Internet Protocol Security) or Label Switching - MPLS (Multi Protocol
Label Switching) network. VPN implementation at Upper layer is based on SSL/TLS - (Secure
Sockets Layer/Transport Layer Security). Irrespective of the layer of implementation, the VPN is
exposed to DoS attack. This paper deals with IPSec VPN at layer 3 and its DoS attack.
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2.2. VPN Categories

VPN can be categorized as Secure or Trusted VPN and Site–to–Site VPN or Remote Access VPN
[4]. These categories of VPN often overlap each other. Trusted VPN is a purchased service from
the Internet Service Provider (ISP). Here the customer trusts the ISP for the secure data transfer.
The data packets move over a set of paths that satisfy the customer requirement and are controlled
by the ISP. These types of VPN technology are infrastructure based. Technologies used to
implement this VPN are Frame Relay, ATM, and MPLS at layer2 or MPLS/BGP and PPVPN at
layer3. Secure VPN uses cryptographic tunneling protocols that protect data through encryption
and authentication. If the customer does not trust the ISP, then customer should go for the secure
VPN. It helps in transmitting sensitive information securely over the Internet. Here security of the
data transfer is the responsibility of the customer. Secure VPN provides security to the packet.
However it does not guarantee the delivery of packets. Trusted VPN provides guarantee on the
delivery of packets (QoS), but no security. The focus of this paper is on VPN service that uses the
IPSec protocol. It is a hybrid VPN model that combines the Secure and Trusted VPN.

In general, the Secured or Trusted VPN can be categorized into Site-to-Site VPN and Remote
access VPN. Site-to-Site VPN allows communication between offices dispersed geographically.
The location of the site is fixed. It is again categorized into Intranet that connects organizations’
branch offices and Extranet that provides restricted connections to the organizations with their
partners. Site-to-Site VPN can be implemented using IPSec, MPLS or combination of both.
Remote access VPN connects mobile or home users to their organization. It connects a user to
LAN. It can be implemented using IPSec or SSL. The focus of this paper is on security of Site-to-
Site VPN.

3. IPSEC BASED VPN

VPN uses two components for carrying private traffic - the Security Services and Tunneling.
IPSec provides the necessary security service along with the tunneling capability.  Traditional
implementation of VPN relies on IPSec. IPSec creates a virtual tunnel between two endpoints.
The traffic within the VPN tunnel is encrypted to prevent the interception and analysis of
datagram’s while they are in the public network. IPSec VPN carries traffic through different types
of shared networks, like the Internet in a secured manner.

IPSec is an Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standard technology that forms a framework
to build security features in IP. IPSec can be deployed across any available network where IP is
used for packet forwarding. There is no need to build a new network or make changes in the
individual user computer. It reduces the deployment cost of VPN. IPSec works on the Network
Layer of the TCP/IP Model [5]. It secures everything that is put on top of the IP layer through
encapsulation without considering the type of the application. It supports a variety of encryption
algorithms and checks the integrity of the transmitted data. IPSec provides secured key exchange
and strong data protection - confidentiality, integrity, and authentication. IPSec VPN client
computer becomes a member of the corporate LAN virtually. However IPSec does not protect the
VPN service from DoS attack and traffic analysis. Also IPSec VPN solutions are implemented
through non standard third-party hardware or software.

IPSec architecture provides a security association (SA) between the end points; SA is a one-way
relationship between the end points. It specifies the Security Parameter Index (SPI), destination
IP address and security protocol. IPSec is implemented in two phases. In the first phase, it uses
Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol for handshaking and distributing session keys. In the
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second phase, it uses Authentication Header (AH) and Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) for
securing the data. These two protocols are the building blocks of the security feature provided by
IPSec to build a secure VPN over the IP protocol.

3.1. IPSec modes

IPSec provides security under two modes of operation - transport mode and tunnel mode. These
two modes provide security through any of the ESP or AH protocols [6], [7]. These protocols are
meant to provide protection to upper layer. IPSec transport mode is used for a direct
communication between the end points. It encapsulates or authenticates only the IP payload. The
AH or ESP protocol header is inserted between the IP header and the IP payload. IPSec Tunnel
mode is an encapsulation of an IP packet within an IP packet to form an IPSec packet. The
payload of this IPSec packet is the original IP packet including both the original IP header and IP
payload. The outer IP header is inserted to the IPSec packet to show the tunnel endpoint. This
tunnel mode is used to construct a secured VPN. Tunneling helps in constructing a VPN without
the intervention of ISP.

3.2. IPSec protocols

AH and ESP are the two protocols that provide security service to IPSec. They can operate in
tunnel mode or transport mode. AH provides data authentication and integrity service for the IP
packet, but it does not provide confidentiality. Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) has
assigned a protocol number 51 to this protocol. The outer IP header’s protocol field is set to 51,
which shows that the packet is authenticated.  The AH header contains Next Header, Length of
AH, SPI, Sequence Number and Authentication Data fields. The authentication data is generated
using HMAC algorithm – MD5 or SHA on the IP packet.

The ESP protocol provides authentication, integrity as well as confidentiality. IANA has assigned
a protocol number 50 to this protocol. The protocol field of the outer IP header is set to 50 to
indicate that the packet is encapsulated. ESP packet contains outer IP header, ESP header, IP
payload, ESP trailer and the ESP authentication data. The ESP header contains SPI and Sequence
Number fields. The ESP trailer contains Padding, Padding Length, Next Header fields and the
ESP authentication contains Authentication Data field. The encryption algorithms like DES,
3DES are used.

4. VPN REQUIREMENTS

Customers are expecting ISP to deliver data and telecom connectivity over one or more shared
networks with Service Level Agreement (SLA). Customer satisfaction depends on the following
factors - Scalability, Stability, Security, and QoS [8], [9]. It is difficult to achieve all at once due
to vendor specific service and lack of standards. It is also by its nature that if one factor is
improved then the other factor will get affected.

Scalability can be considered at various perspectives like number of VPN, number of sites VPN
can support and Number of VPN per PE. Technologies like IPSec, MPLS support different levels
of scalability. Stability refers to the availability of the VPN service even though the parts of the
network resources are unavailable due to attack or resources depletion or resource failure. The
availability of the VPN depends on several components like VPN routing, tunnel stability.
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Security is a major problem as the service relies on the shared ISP network to establish its
connectivity. To ensure that every VPN on the shared network remains private, a variety of
security mechanisms to be addressed include - tunneling, encryption, encapsulation, constrained
routing, separation of traffic between different VPN, routing-table separation between VPN,
packet authentication, user authentication and access control. The IPSec protocol helps to achieve
this. QoS is also a major requirement.  Due to Internet connectivity, it is difficult to aggregate
traffic flows. Technologies like Integrated Service and Differentiated Service provide prioritized
levels of service for voice, video and data applications.

5. THREATS TO IPSEC BASED VPN

The various types of attacks on VPN are Intrusion and DoS attacks [10]. Protection against these
attacks is a critical requirement. Intrusions are from outside the VPN in to the VPN, providing
unauthorized access into a VPN. DoS attack may be from outside or inside a VPN, preventing
access to all authorized users. These attacks may be from any point in the network – the core,
other VPN, the trusted site etc. They can attack any point of the network the edge routers at
customer side or provider side, the core router, the VPN site, the end host etc.

Intrusion is an act to bypass the security. Intrusion affects the confidentiality, integrity,
availability of resource. A hacker has to send packets, in order to intrude into the trusted zone of
the VPN. Here the outsider gets control over some part of VPN. Effective protection of the edge
network is required to secure VPN. Effective Intrusion detection system has to be installed to
assure that the intrusion points are controllable; that is, there are no hidden intrusion points.
The DoS attack is considered to be a serious attack. DoS attack sends a huge amount of data to
the victim. This data can be sent either in many small messages or as one non-ending stream. This
useless traffic hinders the normal communication between the organization sites. Frequency of
attack is increasing in number and size. The growth rate is very critical. The motives can be
personal reasons, prestige issues, material gain or political reasons.

Methods of DoS attack are Protocol based attack and Infrastructure based attack. Protocol based
attacks are TCP SYN flood, Teardrop, Black Holes, Ping of death. The attacker makes use of the
imperfection in the protocol and services to attack the traffic. This attack can be overcome by
checking the vulnerabilities in the protocol and by adding the corresponding patches.
Infrastructure based attacks are attacks on any point of the network like edge router, core router.
This attack increases the delay, jitter, packet loss and affects the packet delivery ratio. The current
Internet infrastructure is in such a way that the attack is possible and the attackers are invisible.
Internet   allows sending packets to any destination regardless of whether the destination needs it
or not. The packet switching technique used by the Internet allows the packet to travel in multiple
paths and also there is no technique available to check the path traveled by the packet. The
Internet has no centralized management. The DoS attacks directed at network infrastructure can
have a serious impact on the overall operation of the Internet and hence the VPN.

Infrastructure based attack is again categorized into two types. They are bandwidth attack and
resource depletion attack [11], [12]. By invoking these attacks, the malicious user blocks
legitimate user’s communication, attempts to consume the resources of a host or application and
prevent it from functioning. Bandwidth depletion is also known as flooding attack. Massive
consumption of the bandwidth leads to network congestion which causes network breakdown.
These types of attacks cannot be prevented by software fixes. To prevent these, we need to use
faster hardware or filters. Faster hardware can be effective against hackers with limited resources.
Filters are effective in differentiating attack packet from legitimate packet. Because the attack
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packets have some distinguishing features like same IP address, same contents or recognizable
pattern in port number choices. These features can be identified and routers can be configured to
drop the malicious packets. Filtering techniques such as History-based IP Filter, Ingress egress
filtering and Hop count based filtering are available. Resource depletion (also Flaw-based)
depletes the key resources such as CPU, memory, buffer in the router, end system, firewalls etc. It
can lead to loss of availability or unintended behavior due to processing delays. It makes use of
bugs in software to deplete resources. Installing respective software patches or using latest
software can prevent these types of DoS attacks.

Direction to handle DoS is - Prevent before the attack occurs and respond at once as the attack
occurs. The growth in DoS attack is so high that the prevention, detection, protection have to be
done near the source of the attack than at the victim’s end. Earlier detection is necessary for better
protection. It also helps to prevent the attack from saturating the high speed link inside the core.
Attacks are difficult or impossible to block completely. It forces organizations to monitor traffic
continuously and react quickly to any suspicious activity. If it is possible to find the origin of the
attack then the IP address can be recognized and packet can be dropped. The attack router can be
identified and shield. There is no general solution; all solutions are specific to the attack type.
Preventing DoS attack is a tedious task. The IPSec protocol protects VPN from various types of
attacks against integrity, confidentiality, authentication and replay attack but does not stop DoS.
Our focus is to protect IPSec based VPN service from DoS attack.

6. RELATED WORKS

In [13] the author deals with mitigation strategies against access link flooding attack in VPN. The
shielding strategies proposed are assigning multiple IP addresses to the endpoints of the VPN and
implementing tunnel splitting. The problem faced by these methods is described below.
Assigning multiple IP addresses results in inefficient usage of scarcely available IP address space,
also the information about what is the current valid IP address of the VPN gateways has to be
updated to each other. Tunnel splitting uses trusted third party tunnel concatenation device (TCD)
[14] and employs multiple IPSec encryption and decryption. This impairs the performance of the
overall VPN. In addition to this, the TCD is a trusted third party.

In [15], the author discusses protection of signaling and routing mechanism in MPLS VPN from
DoS attack. Authors suggest mechanism to harden the network perimeter to avoid the bogus
packet from entering into the MPLS core. This concentrates on the routing mechanism. They
propose the protection through firewall and anomaly detection techniques.

7. NETWORK MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

We consider the following network model to construct the VPN in our research work. The VPN
is considered as an overlay network over the traditional IP network service offered by one or
more providers. The overlay service is a SLA between the customer and the ISP. The keys used
are pre shared and considered to be protected adequately. Hose model or pipe model can be used
for bandwidth allocation. The control plane in this model is assumed to be secure. Our focus is on
the data plane. Type of VPN considered in this work is a Layer-3 IPSec based site-to-site VPN.
Each host in a customer network is connected to the Customer Edge (CE) router. The CE is
connected through an access link to the Provider Edge (PE) router. The PE router connects the
site to the Internet ISP network. The provider core network can be an ordinary IP network or it
can be an MPLS network.
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Fig.1. IPSec VPN with CE to CE tunneling

The IPSec protocol in its tunnel mode is used to construct the site-to-site VPN. The VPN sites
need not have to use globally unique addresses rather they can use their local LAN addresses. The
packets between the customer networks cannot be transmitted over the ISP network with their
local IP addresses. This problem is solved by the IPSec tunneling mechanism. The IPSec tunnel is
set between the CE peers which form the VPN gateway. The CE peers act as the VPN end points
and tunnel termination points [16], [17].  The different sites of the VPN are securely inter-
connected through tunnels. Tunneling helps in encapsulating the packet in such a way that the
packet gets a globally unique IP address and at the same time it retains its local IP address. This
encapsulates an IP packet within an IP packet. The packet forwarding principle of this VPN
model is similar to ordinary IP packet forwarding except that the packet is forwarded through an
IPSec tunnel. Packet originating from a host on one site of the VPN is encapsulated using IPSec
protocol (ESP/AH) in the CE connected to that site and then routed to its peer site. The peer CE
decapsulates it and forwards to the intended host. The described model is shown in Fig.1.

8. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL

The proposed VPN is based on IPSec protocol. AH and ESP protocols of IPSec as described in
Section 3, provide various security features like confidentiality, authenticity, protection against
reply attack and integrity but it does not provide any protection against DoS attack. All security
features provided by the IPSec protocol will not help in providing a stable VPN service during
DoS attack. Our proposal is to protect this VPN network model from DoS attack so that the VPN
service is stable.

8.1. Spoofing

The DoS attack against a VPN may affect the network infrastructure of the VPN site or the
network infrastructure of the ISP. The network is protected against the randomly generated DoS
attack that is launched against the ISP infrastructure by using a simple filtering technique at the
edge routers. The edge routers are protected with packet filters to allow only the IP VPN traffic
through the overlay network. The filtering technique filters all packets with random and
unroutable IP address. It allows only the VPN with the registered flow label the source
destination pair. This makes the VPN protected from the randomly generated packets [18]. Hence
DoS attack against this VPN model can be mounted only by attempting to insert spoofed packet.
Filtering technique will not filter spoofed packet. Flooding spoofed packet in small quantity is
very much enough to affect the QoS. These packets are non-authentic packets from outside of a
VPN into a VPN. These non authentic packets might exhaust the bandwidth available to the
overlay VPN and as the result the VPN service gets affected. The defense mechanism is a
complicated one as the original source cannot be identified from the spoofed packets.
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8.2. Point of Protection

The attack to the VPN service is possible only through the edge router namely PE which is part of
the ISP network. In the edge network if the PE is shared by several CEs, then a CE router can
spoof packets and attack a VPN. The malicious traffic does originate from any of the CE that is
connected to the PE. The packet flooding directed at the PE router with arbitrary source addresses
will not be able to attack the VPN service as they can be filtered at the PE router. Hence the VPN
service will only be affected by attack traffic directed at the PE router with a spoofed source
address of the VPN flow. Better implementation of the DoS defense is towards the source of the
attack. This shows that it is better to implement the DoS defense at the PE router. This would stop
attack packet from entering into the network, also avoids congestion and resource exhaust. If the
PE router is protected then the provider network infrastructure, VPN services and VPN user sites
can be protected.

Fig.2. Attack packet dropped at PE router

9. PROTECTING TECHNIQUES

The flooding attack mitigation technique has to be implemented towards the source of the attack.
The earlier detection of the attack is needed for better protection of the VPN service. Earlier
detection will also prevent the attack packets from saturating the high speed link inside the core
network. The VPN service can be effectively protected if its edge network is effectively
protected. Our techniques focus on protecting the edge network. The packets enter the edge
network only though the PE. The PE receives the packet from various CE attached to it. We
assume that the CE of the VPN site sends only legitimate packet and the attack packet are from
other CE as described in section 8.The protection mechanisms are to be implemented at edge
router namely the PE. This has the advantage that only the PE router has to implement these
mechanisms and protect the core router. The core router can forward packets without any need to
check for attack packets (Fig.2). The Fig.3 given below shows our two levels of filtering the IP
header processing and ESP header processing.
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Fig.3. Header Processing at PE router

9.1. IP Header Processing

The IP header of the incoming packet is examined. If the source address of the packet is not VPN
site CE address then the packet is considered to be randomly generated and it is dropped. This
filtering rule is to drop all randomly generated packets. The spoofed packet which arrives at PE
will have the source destination IP address spoofed. It will not be encapsulated in an IPSec
protocol. This provides a way for filtering rule to be added to the filter at the PE router. The rule
is to filter all packets even with a valid source destination address, if the protocol number present
in the IP headers’ protocol field is not ESP–50 or AH-51 number of IPSec protocol. The above
technique will filter all spoofed packets towards the VPN which are not encapsulated in IPSec.

9.2.ESP Header Processing

The ESP header processing is based on two mechanisms - the filtering mechanism and the
cryptographic mechanism. The packet, after IP header processing enters the ESP header
processing. The packets that enter the ESP header processing will be legitimate packet as well as
spoofed packet encapsulated in IPSec. It becomes necessary to filter the spoofed packet. To
achieve this we can apply the filtering rule where the PE router checks the SPI and the sequence
number order. If the SPI does not match and the sequence number is not in order then the packet
is dropped. The cryptographic mechanism to protect VPN service from DoS attack works in
between the CE and PE at the source side. This is based on random number and cryptographic
encryption and decryption techniques. The random numbers generated and the key used for
encryption decryption are assumed to be secured. Nonce - the random number is shared by PE
router to CE router of the VPN.  The Nonce is encrypted by the CE router at the source side using
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the pre shared secret key. This Nonce is attached in between the IP header and ESP header. This
forms the extended ESP header (Fig.4). The PE router at the edge network will decrypt the
extended part of ESP header. The PE now checks if the nonce it got through decryption is the one
which it has already shared. If the verification is concluded to be true then the packet is forwarded
otherwise the packet is not a valid one and it is dropped.

Fig.4. IPSec packet with extended ESP header

10. CONCLUSION

We proposed two levels of filtering techniques to protect site-to-site VPN service from flooding
attack. The IP header processing helps to drop all randomly generated packets as well as the non
IPSec packets. The next level is ESP header processing, where the SPI and sequence number of
the packets are examined to drop the packet. Another form of protection using extended ESP
header has been discussed. These two levels of filtering will help in protecting the VPN service
from flooding attack. The techniques are implemented at the PE router which would help to drop
malicious packet at the source as well as to protect the core network. A complete trust model
should focus on inside as well as outside attack. Our future focus is towards the inside attack
towards the VPN.
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